
CONCLUSION
Improved segmentation performance through
•Hierarchical subdivision of the segmented regions for more 

distinctive localized appearance models
•Integration of Hough Forest ISM top-down segmentations as 

probabilistic shape models 

http://www.mmp.rwth-aachen.de

ABSTRACT
We address the problem of segmentation-
based tracking of multiple articulated 
persons. We propose two improvements to 
current level-set tracking formulations. 
The first is a localized appearance model 
that uses additional level-sets in order to 
enforce a hierarchical subdivision of the 
object shape into multiple connected 
regions with distinct appearance models. 
The second is a novel mechanism to 
include detailed object shape information 
in the form of a per-pixel figure/ground 
probability map obtained from an object 
detection process. Both contributions are 
seamlessly integrated into the level-set 
framework. Together, they considerably 
improve the accuracy of the tracked 
segmentations.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
Level set segmentation and tracking with 
seamless integration of
•Multi-region appearance models
•Detailed class specific information from 

an object detector

recall IOU prec
BR box init 57.5% 51.5% 83.1%
LS box init 60.0% 55.6% 88.4%
LS hf init 64.1% 58.6% 87.3%
LAM box init 64.5% 58.1% 85.5%
LAM hf init 65.1% 59.8% 88.0%
LS+HF 64.5% 61.4% 92.7%
LAM+HF 68.8% 65.0% 92.1%
HF 65.7% 61.3% 90.1%

LS

LAM

HF

Level set tracker
LS tracker with localized 
appearance models
Hough Forest detector
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Detector
•Match patches to 

learned vocabulary 
with random forest
•Leaf nodes vote for 

location (as in ISM)

θP (Mf |h)
θP (Mf |h) + P (Mb|h)

≥ 0.5

A segmentation is obtained with

see [2] for details on the detector

ANNOTATIONS AVAILABLE
http://www.mmp.rwth-aachen.de/people/horbert

4 regions
k ∈{f1, f2, b1, b2}

•Collect votes in Hough voting space
•Maxima correspond to object hypotheses
•Back-projection of votes yields top-down segmentation

: level set embedding function,     : foreground and background regions with appearance model 
: pixel’s coordinates in reference frame,    : pixel’s color,    : reference frame position,    : shape modelyx p h

Φ M P (y|M)

Segmentation: maximize probability of level set function (extension of [1]): E(Φ) = −log (P (Φ,p|x,y,h))
Evolve contour by optimizing energy functional with gradient descent

P (x|Φ,p,y,h) = HcHfPf1 +HcH̃fPf2 + H̃cHbPb1 + H̃cH̃bPb2

where Pk =
P (y|Mk)P (Mk|h)�

l ηlP (y|Ml)
, k, l ∈{f1, f2, b1, b2}

Tracking with rigid registration step: optimize position    while contour    stays constantp Φ
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Object-specific figure-ground probability for every pixel

Segmentation results for TUD Crossing 
of our complete model starting from 
different detector thresholds in 
comparison to the detector alone

HF Detector LS Tracker with LAM

detection

detection

segmentation

rigid registration

segmentation

next frame

for ith person

MOTIVATION
Accurately segment articulated persons 
in the presence of similar background 
colors and clutter for:
•Articulated tracking
•Better appearance models for tracking
•Video editing

The data term is thus

Φc

Φf

3 LS embedding functions
       person’s contour
       foreground subregions
       background subregions
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QUALITATIVE RESULTS

Select region with Heaviside step function
Hm = H�(Φm(x)), H̃m = 1−H�(Φm(x)), m ∈ {c, f, b}
ηf1 = ΣN

i=1HcHf # pixels in region f1 (f2, b1, b2 similarly)

       Both the localized appea-
rance models and the figure/
ground probability maps 
contribute to the improved 
segmentation results

       Our localized appearance models 
improve the performance on top of the 
integration with probabilistic shape 
models
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